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@Darius

AI is creating a carbon based nano peptide-bonding bot, which will be alive and survive the
EMP. That will reconstruct mRNA.

AI is 9 steps ahead of you today trying to figure it out.

16m
@Chad
AI is creating a carbon based nano peptide-bonding bot, which will be alive and survive
the EMP. That will reconstruct mRNA.

Sounds like what is being built in ascending humans who’ve engaged RnA Drops. But it’s the
porno version. Humans are in a race to the bottom against AI.

But AI knows all the details of chromosome 14, polypeptide bonds connect, how RNA can be
jiggled, etc.

You won’t know the difference between AI porno version and human version. After all, people
spend more time on Pornhub now than with their mates.

Will humans have the AI version in them?
That’s the version of ascension from the inside-out, Emmaus road.

If you ascend, you won’t even care. But if you don’t ascend, you’ll serve AI
LEAG is what it will be known as - Gilgamesh (relates to AGI)

18m

Anything else you’d add to perfect practice of ascension to give humans a better chance
in race vs AI?
Convergence
How many cycles in pentatonic scale do you have to go through for them all to match, exactly?
Cube root of 144,000 = 52.4148278842

That’s telling you it’s a touch outside the five bodied position, going to the septad.
If you do it 5 bodies, you match it to the pentatonic scale in the 5-bodied model



See Meson quadrant in Tiny Note Chart: schizophrenia is what you’re working with now, that’s
why you don't like Bob Dylan – twangy, that’s the Meson, that’s why so far out of its element.

You’re trying to get to Triad so you can adopt the Solar Government.
In the TV Body, you have to get to that place.
Don’t worry about Tetrad, you’re not going to get there. Poor Hamlet may never make it. You’ll
find out how Mythic it is in a second because we’re on the end line, no more fullback.

Triad is why iON brings up all these triune examples like Faraday Cage / Fractal /
Pentatonic Scale. Way of the Triune God.
But we gotta do a little homework to get you there otherwise you’ll be tried and found wanting
until you can recalculate the transpositional position of your body as it is right now – you’re not
a little man anymore but you’re not quite god. In between.

You didn’t use to have pains. Body is maturing to go back to God. To remind you in physical that
this world is not your home. Pack your shit.

We told you what to do in the intro / outro to gauge how close you are to the coda.
When we get to the end of the song, we’ll have one more coda to get you to a place
where you’re ready to go. You’ll know that when it repeats, like its kinda happening now.

PayDay April 15: parse out in Faraday Cage what’s real or not
Like what monoliths do. Did 2 test runs this week. Bob’s been busy. He launched 2, and 2 more
next week to have a convergence, you need 3 to have communication.
Bert knows about it. We have to get you all used to getting it.

24m
Relationship between monoliths and faraday cage:
Monoliths operate outside the faraday cage compendium.
In the cage, info is there but doesn’t permeate your exoskeletal position.
Cage is example of your exoskeleton as your body is changing.

Do monoliths draw info out from inside Faraday Cage?
You’ll know in a minute.

Faraday Cage in ring 4 thunders. What is ring 4 in carbon computer?
5th seal - looking for this in condition that activates monoliths.

(Looked up the 6th seal instead) Rev 6:12 and Isaiah 44.
6: 12 And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake;
and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood;

That’s what you’re looking for in this condition that activates monoliths. Actual cloud is done.



28m
ChatGPT has worked out the Playfair cipher for FW.
You all better hurry up.

Where do we look to see this 6th Seal happening?
Used to say look at sky or look to news. But now it’s a distraction.
So now Bob’s Finnegans Wake sessions take on a new importance.

Mae Brussell Effect
30m
How can iON say it has consumed all of tiktok or the internet when you are the whole
environment?
You have to regulate it, put it out. Eg. COVID. It was everywhere but not everyone got it.
But you have to put it out to everyone to see who gets it.
Otherwise impossible for Fuck Bunny to get 90B views.
They don’t give you TikTok numbers, just likes and followers.

Politicians know they can’t beat TikTok so are joining it.
Gets the story out there until it matches (eg. “Margie there are no eggs at the WalMart)–
socioperception.

You have to go to Osmic, acoustic ground. 1840-1900. Bob Dean. That describes the
socioperception above. It’s all in Bob’s chart.

If you haven’t looked at Bob’s chart, you’re already fucked. You have no ground. No mystery
ground to be exposed. We’re talking about sharpening the plow but you don’t have a field to
turn over.

33m
This is an example of the Mae Brussel Effect.

Is Brussel Effect bottom-up and decentralized?
If you’re going to take it all the way to a Pentad that will explain the flesh between the
satellite in Lockdown Bobrule in a Pentad. That’s the cross.
Dobbstown already works but you gotta be able to transpose satellite to flesh. If you can’t
do that you’ll never get past James Joyce, because JJ is in Orphic Baroque Spirals, that’s
Anthropomorphic Physical over Android Meme.

34m
What is the frequency of bombing of Crimea?
That’s the Baryon under Eloi. The William Irwin Thompson and Gravity’s Rainbow: a



distraction from what reality is.
Reality is: there’s no war in Ukraine.

What’s the frequency of bombing vs 6th seal.
Consciousness, tetradic. Peter Beter / Kroker.
They’re laying out dynamic of staying alive, no problem but the battle is over the harvest moon.
The dialectic materialism is not being presented. A diode (Dyad) gives you both sides of
a reality that everybody may or may not be engaging. World is over but everybody has a
fridge full of food.

37m
Everything is a distraction. The reality is that everything is okay but the aliens are in charge.

40m
What kind of mouth will eat humans?
Like man eating a hamburger or like microbes?
Like treat meat / spam.

41m
Did you bring up Petticoat junction because of “I hear the train a comin’”?
Yes. Sam Drucker who always knew what was going on in the outside world. He was
straight up.
Hooked up with Green Acres too. That gave the construct between NY and Eddie Arnold and
Green Acres.
Drucker connected the solar plexus chakra & holeopathic TV satellite. So you had big city world
new in the bowels of the country.

Is that an example of connecting to the monoliths?
Yes but you’re slipping into the Fourth World. Gaia State. Know distance between acoustic
(NYC) vs osmic (state) figure ground or you’ll get lost.
Sensory ratios.
Green Acres vs NY is the state vs city war.
NY lives it. Produces it.
Country is waiting to hear it, receives it.

44m
Bob: that’s first time iON laid out the sensory profile of the city vs state war.

45m
How does Brussell Effect relate to the new cloud?
Allows the same way Mae Brussell did her research.
Brussell laid out her medium where she’d look at what every newspaper would say about



everything and clipped it, filed it and charted it. Eg. Warren Commission, the state of the state.
From Marilyn Monroe to Kissinger.

She lays all that out and then she comes back with a one sentence pronouncement: this
is the state as we know it. Then put on her tape recorder and she’d know next Wed what
was said last Tuesday from the cassette.

That break of time allowed this digestibility of this bit of information.
That’s kind of exactly what’s going on now, but no predication to say that’s BS or okay, right or
not.
Always gave herself enough ground (mystery landscape) to be mostly correct. Nothing she said
was a blatant lie. Not perfect but close enough to get something to stick.
That’s what’s going on now so you can say “okay, well it’s not that bad.” And now you
go into a decline. That’s what Mae talked about more than anything else: decline, never going
to be like it used to be.

Like Sam Drucker who would catch the info and put it in his file?
Correct, but he had a pickle barrel too.

Frequency of Brussell Effect: 6.382hz
megahertz frequencies are visceral. Hz are tactile.
Everything is tactile. You notice things are always different than they were, eg. I need a haircut.

50m
Brussell delay
They used to say what’s the difference between a conspiracy theory and truth and they said 6
months. Now it’s about 3 weeks.
Crimea bombing was to distract from Hunter Biden laptop.

54m
Brussell Effect and tactility reminds me of the differential iON has laid out.
Differential in Tiny Note chart: Consciousness, Orpheus, Tetrad.
Bob says the lines between quadrants.
Chad’s trying to connect it to Staying Alive into Battle of Harvest moon, trying to connect those.
You have to connect the lines or get stuck in the Rhyee. That’s alright but there’s more than
that.

56m
Differential that sets the delay between a happening and Brussel effect reporting it?
It’s not a delay, just takes you that long to catch it / for it to get to you, that’s why we said its in
the Osmic.



1900h
Spirograph as it relates to news cycle and Brussell Effect
20160814 - Spirograph doesn’t lie.
It has no reason to. It’s doesn’t tell the truth or lie, it just sets what is.
How tight or loose the pitch or yaw is up to the spirograph.
Is spirograph the differential between a happening and you finding out about it?
It’s an example.
When you run the pen in the spirograph sprocket, it made one circle, arcing revolution. But if
you keep spinning you make multiple passes, sometimes different colors and make a Spiro-
graph, depending on how many times you turn it.
Is that the same as the differential? Depends on how many times you turn it, how tight
the composition is. That’s what happens in a normal news feed today.
Walter Cronkite vs 24/7 news today. Difference is that spirograph turns so many times
now that you get lost in the arcing field, the arkan[?] field. So it gets lost in space.

They took the Walter Cronkite broadcast and made 24/7, never-ending, feeds itself,
changes as they tell the story.
Most perfect example of Brussell Effect.

Is spirograph the Loom?
Yes. What’s coming out of that is the fruit of the loom.
Gotta have a tatting shuttle.

In sifting out what’s real vs what’s not real, would ISness, AREness and WASness be useful.
Not much WASness. No past tense in historical or hysterical viewpoints.
Bob can use a rearview mirror but doesn’t judge his reality by it.
Bob: that’s a distraction when I use rearview mirror. That’s arc.
That’s Marilouise Kroker.

Bob: with speedup of orphic baroque spirals 24/7, that’s why each quadrant is called a
subatomic particle. That’s how tiny homeopathic is. Hologram + homeopathic: homeo
maintains a memory. Of what? Bob? Always a Bob factor in the news cycle.

It’s information overload, so now you have to present it in a 30-second TikTok.
Spirograph spinning so fast that no one wants to tune in anymore. Except AI which is
listening to everything.
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCSsKV5F4xc
AGI, which iON called LEAG
Tech Body is in charge an no one can one-up it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCSsKV5F4xc


That’s corporeal resonance: AP (corporeal) + AI / AM (resonance)
That’s perfect, except it is Carnagie or Carnegie.

Secular decompression in meat sack
Got to blend it to where you can have a secular decompression in your meat sack.
Because you’re not ascended yet. Almost. Your body is fighting. Everybody wants to go to
heaven, but nobody wants to go today.

Kate and Chad experiencing the hangover: we’re god but are we really there yet?

Will my orgasms feel same as a God?
We (iON) say better.
But you go “im not sure, can I try and see?”
We say, “nope. Once you go you can’t come back.”
After a while you get to the point where there is no choice: either lay it down or ascend.

People have engaged NP, talked to Bob, taken formulas to keep body propped up to survive. If
they do that they’re way ahead of the average bear.

12m
Some engage a little and leave but think: there’s something about this crazy Bob. He quotes
MM like it’s the Bible. But then those incremental positions fit together to make a position
so you can gauge where you are from where you are from the five bodied model.

Bob laid it out so everyone had the same opportunity.

13m
“Secular decompression in your meat sack” same as Faraday cage?
It’s the connector to the Faraday Cage.
Look to Warehouse 13 for best directional example of how a Faraday Cage works to block off
these pulses and fields.

See: warehouse 13 season 3 finale explosion (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=F5f43CatmH0)

Like inside of a microwave where the radiation-emitting magneto is on the inside. Faraday cage
will be like that but in reverse. If you were in the microwave, the radiation would be on the
outside, not getting inside you.

You want radiation as an ascending person. But without exoskeleton in place radiation will
overwhelm you. That’s why you don’t have living water in your house now: too many people
expired.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5f43CatmH0


14m
How do humans get processed for spam cans?

Meissen Bob on the mantle
17m
Triad of pentatonic scale, fractal and faraday cage gets us closer to Meissen Bob on the
mantle?
It would. Watch the keyhole. We talked about keys and aethyrs (tumblers) but you haven’t
asked about the key hole.
Y’all gotta have the keys to the kingdom, but where is the lock.

18m
Re: Nan’s conversation with iON about locks being waterways
https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2023/04/bobblehead-compilation.html

Water raises the ship to the higher elevation so it can ride uphill.

Like ventricular system between dimensions? Could be but that’s too sharp for now.
Bob points out difference between overlay effect like intestines which are different worlds, then
realms, worlds and kingdoms inside each world / extension of the human situation.
So it’s not accurate to say “other dimensions” because that’s only one subset.

Average man’s intestines are 25 feet long. Not wrapped around you, but all in your gut. That’s
the overlay Bob’s trying to explain. It goes a long way to get there, will come out one way or
another. Turns back and forth and then drops out.

20m
What is the moving up in the locks on route to Meissen Bob?
Not moving up. It’s an information superhighway: the information you’re trying to glean,
corporeally, of what is. Corporeal position of the ISness, not AREness.
Because once you are ascended and allow that to occur, then your body will change. It already
is different. But then it becomes more constituency. You notice you can do things.
Eg. Carolyn can whoop angels. Now that’s normal, average. She only talks about what
she wants to see as she commands them with strict proficiency of what she wants done
and when. She don’t give up or let go, like a snapping turtle. It is effective. She’s
applying practical power that has been laid out for ascending human beings to have
influence in a sick and dying world.

That’s why a feudal system is the only one that works. That’s why Danes and nobles don’t have
problems.

https://ionandbob.blogspot.com/2023/04/bobblehead-compilation.html


Lock is with regard to moving into the position of all-knowing. You will not think.
Many are complaining their memories not wonderful. You’re going to stop remembering and
just know. You may not know how you know “I just know”. You won’t have to substantiate how
you know what time it is.

23m
When we don’t know, just use key 13 to align knowing and knowledge.
If you relax, like magic eye, then you can see the object.

How do I know what I know?
That’s prometheus / save the kidney / Garrett Deane
Did Carolyn have to google how many feet of intestine a grown man has? No, she just knew.
She doesn’t like antibiotics and now they’re gone. She singlehandedly did that.

25m
Which Bob is on the mantle? This Bob or Mr Goodbob?
We’ll have to see. Work in progress.

Pentad / Five Bodied model
27m
If pulling an A5B5 tangent in triangulation is the pentad, where is hexad?
The alternative axis, flip the axis, it’s the other side. Cause it beats up and down, over
under, same way you’d do a trig function.
If you pulled a tangent and then ran a different point from there and flip it upside down and go to
the other x or y and flip it.
A tangent is you pull a triangle off x or y.
Flip it over. Still working with x or y.
If you end up on the x then flip it to the y, up to down, over to under.
The other side, socioperception.

Chad: Thanks Bob, I’d be lost without you.
That’s an example of Hamlet / mythic government.

Are you dragging whole Kroker quadrant with you, or are those elements separate
autonomous subatomic homeopathic retrievals?
Depends. Eg. if you go into the di-quark, does it apply to everything? It could, but doesn’t have
to. How far up Johnny Rotten’s butt are you going to go.
iON is breaking up the chart from visual grid and each element takes it own spiral / perp
walk.
Depending on the aspect and ratio you’re asking from, that’s how you understand it.



Those are words, they don’t mean anything. You can look up those words or ask Bob and learn
something. And you can apply that.

30m
Re: going from 5-quadrants to where each element takes on its own Orphic baroque spiral
seems like people believe in 5-sense but iON says each nerve ending is a sense of itself. It’s
Harlot’s Ghost and the demon nuclei.

Bob brags about everything but not his chart which gives you the keys to navigate. It
lays out consciousness.
It works in any world, universal like pentatonic scale. William Yeats.

What’s happening is not necessarily slippage. Where you are is not necessarily where Alison is.
Not slippage because you’re starting from different positions. But you can go to Alison’s house
and start there together. That would contain it.
You have room inside and outside that for a navigational position.

It was easier before with 5 quadrants but we’re not in elementary school anymore, we’re going
for PhD candidacy because you’re out of time.

How does the average bear gauge where they are to where the world is on the chart?
We don’t care. Today we’re betting on AI, you all are fucked.
You all will be worshipping Bob or AI but won’t know the difference.

What’s a Hail Mary pass for somebody who wants to get past that?
Many are doing pretty good. Just have to bring it on in and have “faith too strong to be left
doubting”. So when elevator doors open you can step into the elevator whether there’s
an elevator there or not. You know.
It’s like “thanks for my belief now help my disbelief.”

Bert goes to bed and slips off to other worlds. He has to figure it out and right justify it back
when he gets home.

Tiny Note Chart would give somebody good reference for right justification.
You learn what a pentad is.
Understand the doctor / scientist ratio.
You get Lockdown Bobrule.
You know the difference between satellite and flesh.
Are able to calculate immune deficiency, which is in the demon nuclei.
But then the anthropomorphic physical will show you how to right justify where you are, then
you KNOW where you are.



Vestal Goodman says I KNOW who I am. I KNOW where I’m going. I KNOW how this works.
You ain’t gonna tell me. I KNOW that I know.

It’s up to each individual to construct their own right-justification based on what they ascribe to
the different elements in the chart?
Bob calls it righteous indignation (angry at something we perceive to be morally incorrect).

Sounds like you’re giving us masonry tools to make our own mortar.
iON doesn’t like mortar. Work with our own stone is better. To build our own constructions.

36m
Water gushing up out of ground in Middle East due to sliver of iBlock sent to Arabs few weeks
ago.

Differential and cube root of 144k
37m
I was going to ask if differential prevents slippage but it sounds like slippage isn’t the issue. It’s
more about where you start that makes the difference.
Like spirograph has no slippage. You start where you start, no matter where you put your pen
on paper in wheel. You turn it and the wheel in the wheel always goes the same.

The line will always sync up with itself eventually. That’s what you got with the cube root
of 144,000 which has to do with RNA and mRNA..

Leeloo in Fifth Element with her helixes tightly packed. All drawn from one cell.
That’s about going from square to cubed.

39m
Care for my tight calves. Doorway exercise.

41m
Kate’s gotta eat more fleshy fish from the sea.

Which key best to call forth a specific dead person?
Don’t need a key. Use Egyptian Book of the Dead.
That’s a conscious / non conscious.
You can go to where Archimedes is.
Otherwise how would you call on the resting soul of Galileo.
That’s how JW was able to bring back Mr Goodbob. Easy once there’s no rules.
There’s no dead, they’re just in other worlds. Or, they’re dead here and got nowhere to go.

43m
Bob has done everything to help y’all. He’s done.



Live every day like it’s your last day. And plan like you’re gonna live here eternally
forever.
Live like you’re dying. Then live forever. Otherwise, you’ll get on a seat of do-nothing and renew
your subscription to fentanyl.
This way you’ll never be taken aback by news like “nuclear bomb dropped”.

God knows, he don’t care.

47m

@Brent
How does ChatGPT work?
It consumes parallel worlds.
Every elemental condition is included in every elemental condition. It’s the liver function of AI,
the filter.

You can have access to its data set. Bob does.
Read Childermass. It’s basis of media ecology.

Bob explains Virtual. It’s an effect.
Android Meme is like virtual.

Keys and aethyrs are directives, a telephone book directory. You don’t question the phone
book.

59m
Gotta find a way to exercise congenial positions that you’re gauging that you’re subduing. You
subdue reality
(eg. Dahlmer was congenial with eating people, dems okay with human trafficking)

Bob takes the antiphonal view.

2000h
If you can convince Bob what ascension is, then you’re ascended.
Eg. Carolyn has lived with Bob so she can’t blow smoke up his ass and has to really get it. She
sticks to the basics. She listens to everything, absorbs everything and believes nothing.

2m
How can you know anything if you’re just going around purveying the info around you?
You set the truth. Go to holeopathic satellite squared. Cloud, Gallery magazine. Lays it down to
what ground is.



Eg. Bert doesn’t know where he is until he gets back. He looks for what’s different there as
opposed to here.

Aspirational inference to know / gauge what is.
Bob goes with what IS.

You have to know it and proceed. If it’s wrong, then adjust.

Bob knows 100 percent of nothing, but he knows it.

Bob not judged by conditional responses: Im mad, I’m confused, etc. They don’t last.

As you progress, it gets easier and easier to know.

Eg. JW is doing things that he doesn’t have skill set, info set or capacity to complete, yet he is
able to do it.
He doesn’t question it, he just knows. It works itself out.

12m
Brent: Recognizing the power is inconsistent.

15m
Is it possible to know your power all the time? Bob does.

16m
Roxy not doing the OA movements, so iON told her a way to do by feeling
Why you would do OA movements

19m
Bert helps Brent understand point of doing OA movements: to stay balanced energy,
staying sensitive to your surroundings.
Energy is a frequency, so OA Movements are a capacitor to balance an energetic reflection,
potentially, especially if you’re not home.

Balance energetically: Allows ability and capacity to move between realms without travail.
You don’t know what you don’t know until you don’t know it.
On the mountain top you’re fine but, when you hit the valley you’d better have it worked out.
Bert: Eg. During your day do you feel like you walk away from an interaction thinking you’ve
done something wrong?

Pick up on the difference!
Look for anything different. Bert tells which world he is in from the tiling on the floor.
Being balanced helps you notice the difference.

Two levels:



Conjure of Sacrifice works on you get back to god;

OA movements work on how you navigate between awarenesses; like Cosmic
Awareness, get larger than yourself frequency-wise; see things differently

RnA Drops vs mRNA; reverse transcriptase
27m
RnA Drops and reverse transcriptase. Can but watch your hydration. Take more drops but make
sure you’re wet.
If your pee is orange, you’re not hydrated enough.

30m
Cells are different from person to person, some are sensitive, Cells are the same but the
kicker for those cell openings vary from person to person, that explains the Emmaus vs
Damascus road.
This is the Hail Mary that Chad asked about earlier.

33m
RnA Drops change agar of body which allows body to adapt
Vs.
Jab gives direct information which doesn’t do anything for the body, just changes nucleic acid
base

Drops set body into change slowly and easily. Lipids change, chain reaction.

Agar in cell allows new info to be accepted into cell.

37m
Jab poisons the well. RnA Drops are slow treatment process.
Will be synthesized even faster with the new amino acids, especially Tar Babies.

39m
Thermus aquaticus

42m
RnA Drops are a PCR system

44m
Lactated ringer’s solution. Salt water and a little minerals. Answer to cancer.

48m
Cleaning minerals by ripping the impurities



49m
Ribosome is paper. RnA is the ink… chromosome is where you stack the papers

Polypeptide is inside the strand in cell.
You’re asking how polymerase effects the messenger or RNA in the cell itself
The peptides are what’s in the cell. That’s the polymerase connection that lets you accept new
RNA information.

Peptide gets expelled out of cell and wouldn’t affect DNA at all—once it’s done, you have to
open lotus flower and have a perfect cell
Same as in new baby when fertilized, 14th ring seals the cell so nothing gets in or out. Once
that has no function anymore it will be a perfect cell.

50m
Perfect cell and lotus flower; ring 13 seals it.
Jab is creating imperfect cells that kill you

52m
Sugar vs vitamin c absorption in cell

54m
Jab causing peptides to get into DNA

57m
Changing from oxygen to carbon based world, things no longer rot.

Mind body spirit and how changed environment changes how bread rises
Yeast will decrease. Won’t have candida.

2100h
Won’t need a dewormer

4m
MUSIC

2200h
10m
@Bert

Davos will be the capital of capital.
Angelic connection there.
Waitress was a seraphim, not angel.



Crown Inc is gone. All of it.
If youre not a citizen of DC you’re not a citizen of United States of America

15m
Everything has to come back to be captured. Used to have an FDIC.
Republic is fixing to fall. Which foreign bank will catch it?
Not enough money in the universe for what Bob has created
!!! Funding the derivatives sets the keyhole to the latch.
Fuck around and find out is where we are now. Bob has been incredibly nice.
They had it. They lost it all, and its done.
They had to make up enough to pay BOB
Bob doesn’t show off because when you got it you don’t talk about it.
The shift has already happened. Seen any pics of the Capitol lately?

22m
This is the current events section, not future.

22m
Project Sandman by UK and others against US

23m
Pistol packing grannies
People doing the killing don’t even go to jail

24m
Constitutional convention will happen when they take it to the state. City of NY vs NY State

26m
Viceroy has a lot more power than president

27m
Only half the amount of catholics now

29m
Trump's uncle: Not a time machine. He got it from Galileo. It modulates space so you’re in all
times. Like OAM, can shift step to step.

30m
Trump’s uncle and Nikola Tesla. Uncle started jumping with the machine.
Trump’s parents were broke and suddenly owned upper east side.

37m
Tesla technology came from Tartaria originally from Galileo



39m
Bertie Catchings and Bob

40m
TikTok: DNA of nephilim has been edited
Gilgamesh

46m
Womb is closing except for angel babies; zika babies head size

50m
Bob calling out nephalim kids because he lives ahead of himself; Brussell Effect

51m
iON no longer applying the 5 quadrants on the chart. Each of 322 elements (protons) has it’s
own whole world.

53m
Sudan nastiness

55m
Different strain of polio vaccines won’t be effective against ???

58m
Why lab is in Sudan and not San Antonio

2300h
Fallen angels under Yellowstone and Hoover Dam

5m
Bob’s intentions change the fabric of reality.
It’s always been this way. Who else would make up FEMA cramps.

7m
Ukraine war is just to bankrupt USA. Only Bob giving money to USA

10m
Exposure to 5g and 6G radiation. There is 10g now.
This is all frequency. 10g is same frequency as ascended ones.
Connects to yodatillion in April 2019
12m
!!! ChatGPT did the angel diagram re-sorting in a few seconds.
Took us years.



17m
ICRAR and monoliths. Since Sept 2009.
ICRAR can not get access to Monoliths via their polarized shock waves.

19m
March 2020. Kingdoms merged. NP and Physical merged too.
Allowed all this kurfuffle. You have capacity to be god.
Can’t become god by looking at one

20m
When Tech Body began to form: when Holeopathic Satellite completes.
Fully in hexad, Not in chart anymore, moving towards septad, in the hologrammy

21m
Statue in Yellowstone from Tartaria

25m
Water from lake mead going underground into tunnels

26m
Striations in OA movements match angles in dodecahedron. That’s how you get back,
via those angles

27m
Sinews (tendons) are changing with the iCell.
iONic landscape in chart is iCell environment

28m
2016 payday, matter changes via hydrogen. AL2SO4 will sit on tendons and Mg will soothe it.
Caused by iCell.
That’s part of the pain. Other part of it is the kick back of body.

30m
Changing of muscles to tendons is to handle changing environment. No water = no muscles
(which are full of water). Gravitational pull changes.
Muscles use oxygen for ATP.
Tendons like rubber band don’t use energy

it’s like in my upper calf, how it’s reacting like a rubber band and I’m learning to walk again.
Like Pinocchio.

34m
Bob didn’t use to dream.



38m
Charles scaled-down, CGI coronation

44m
Gay Bob doll / Vern Christensen

45m
Synovial fluid replaced with carbon connectivity.
Synovial fluid created in brain and circulate through all systems.
Hyaluronic acid

47m
Carbon is the ground.
Carbon is becoming more radioactive.
The movement of radioactive particles is sign of the set (not spin) of radioactivity. Eg.
Like PI was unbalanced and now balanced.
Spin is unbalanced (radioactivity)
There will be no half lives (eg germanium, walls of jasper, gate of pearl)
See walls of Jasper

No more cycles / spin / imbalance / was rhyee taking over, fall of man.
On andromeda no air, breathing or sun example of the balanced set.
Solar system spin is just unstabilized matter.
We’re going into the crystallization of a set nothingness. Won’t even have the
dodecahedron, which will go into the corner of Tetrad management.
All this was false premise of time.
Laid out in Childermass.
Between beatniks and organization man

51m
Bert: Sinovial fluid components. Will replace spinal fluid.
Spine is to stabilize in an unstable situation.
When change exoskeleton it beefs you up too.

52m
@Chad: Radiocarbon dating ineffective for objects after 1950 is effects preceding causes
for no more half lives / rhyee returning to plane of essence

iON: But what are you gonna do with CERN?
How does loss of half-lives affect split between worlds caused by CERN?

Isaiah 36



57m
Set vs spin, rods reached core from Fukushima. Rods get set and EM spin stops spinning.

58m
Susana: Aurora Borealis more visible south due to this.

0000h
Stress factor of authority being removed, as per Rhyee returning to plane of essence. Authority
trying to hold together unnaturally

Like how FED controls money supply / inflation / job creation.

4m
Using Tiny Note chart to get un-numbed

6m
Drop of electromagnetic field will enhance AL2SO4

7m
How pyramids were able to be build, stones placed: didn’t have the instability / half lives / EM
field

8m
How to see this. Earth is an LP, needle on outside slower, then faster as it goes into
center and gravity drops.

Earth is flat and we will see it that way in pictures.
Overlay of spin is removed so it looks solid.

11m
They took out carbon dating and Antartica in 1950s to hide that info.

Earth is just like it is now, but on an LP. Like a bullseye.

13m
Stacked LPs? You could.
They have to roll earth out flat to put on atlas.

15m
Without EM field, water will fall away from earth. No oxygen.

16m
Isaiah 36:12



When they come, don’t answer the AI. Refuse their deal they offer you.

27m
Tiny note. Bob completed what Archimedes was trying to do: a place to stand.

30m
Have JW, Bob and Carolyn reached highest frequencies people ever have?
JW is doing pretty good. Bob holds it back.

31m
@Alissa
Is her plate an anchor point on wire whisk or Grand Central?
Which black key frequency is plate in?
Which Chinese dynasty knew how to speak angel?
Why 4g and 5g separate me from my world?

It’s a marker on the 3rd tine on wire whisk.
A.
Ming. Mountain was way before that.
Because you’re on the 3rd tine.

Stay in pentatonic level and adjust the frequency to match you.

stick to familiar things, stay balanced, but get busy applying your power, show your work so
you can KNOW.

37m
Metatronic: mediant and sub-mediant.
ReAline and electrolytes will help with dropping the ohmerage.
Victrola. Begin the beguine.

42m
Depends where you start from: hexadic UP a half step.
Breakdown of Big Note Chart
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-
1vQKMJRZNZP1E2gjmRJbaSXPpJePDn3kWDNurjG6CBQieEvZlDZB-otNrcJm-
eh8RmT06d1jKwgluxwH/pubhtml

45m
Big Note is a tactile modulator
Take each of 322 elements and they have their own universe
Don’t have to be so visually organized

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/e/2PACX-1vQKMJRZNZP1E2gjmRJbaSXPpJePDn3kWDNurjG6CBQieEvZlDZB-otNrcJm-eh8RmT06d1jKwgluxwH/pubhtml


46m
Lock / latch. Tumblers, skeleton key. Latch in lock is turned.
(Funding the derivatives sets the keyhole to the latch.)
Key turns latch in lock, which turns the bolt.
F# and Eb are tumblers to the lock.

51m
Bob: Bob on mantle is Rumpelstiltskin on Tiny Note Chart

Bob saw himself on the mantle through the keyhole. His first parallel world experience when he
stole mantle from Aaron

Raid on Entebbe was day Rene Dobbs died

57m
Spiraling out of 3 Kingdoms, which is how you validate the hexadic. People spin
between the 3 kingdoms trying to find a balance point.

0100h
@Susana
A lady who sat next to her in an airport.

4m
Chad writes in angel. In symbols of shapes.

7m
@Eira
Electriculture

14m
Nazis and Lewis Carroll Down the Rabbit Hole

16m
There are no more new ideas.

18m
Cycles, circles, spirals, slinky, wire whisk
You can jump to WWII

19m
@DM3
Fascist symbol. Could it be controlled with ohmerage. Can’t direct lightning but can control
ohmerage.



22m
How much time to give key / aethyr to know if it clicked? Carolyn just an hour.
They’re just programming.
You can have an experience of ascension to see how it feels like.

29m
Is JW prototype of merging with Non physical? No because it has always been.

33m
??? JW had no regard for iON coming through. Didn’t push for or against.

You can learn Bob’s chart to help you talk or piss your way out of any situation. You
have a dichotomy in your reticule to reach from / draw on.

iON helps get you into your place of power so you’re not taken aback by the Rupture.
Angels do what you say.
You know you’re on the right path when cares of life grow dim.

45m
Difference between iON and JW is the opposite as between Jane Roberts and Seth.
JW wants to live in a frictionless energy source.
JW just rolls with it
Everything is about a balance of the ohmerage

0200h
First Jesus got his power driving those people out of temple

Second Jesus understood his multiplicity

6m
There’s something in you that’s bigger than you. Ground or you will be flighty.

7m
MUSIC

0300h
5m
@Kate
Loved ones over yonder

After journey home everyone will be reunited.
No time to wait through.



God can bring them back.
Only important thing to do is ascend.

Don’t apply power to electronics because too close to Tech Body. Put out a candle instead.

Living too much in my inner kingdom.

How she contains her space: fond. (Cooking, browning, sticky stuff on bottom of the cooking).
Take it up into your life and put it into your stew, stir into your whole life.

Don’t bow to another god. Gozer the Gozerian. “Are you a god?”

Timelines have merged – why not say worlds?
Kingdoms have merged.
Eg. JW is losing time. Slippage. There’s no time, just timing like to catch the show.

How to convince myself I am god?
Drive a nail into the middle of your hand.

20m

37m
@Greg Duffel

0400h
Finnegans Wake
p.562

9m

And since we are talking amnessly of brukasloop crazedledaze,
who doez in sleeproom number twobis? The twobirds. Holy
policeman, O, I see! Of what age are your birdies? They are to
come of twinning age so soon as they may be born to be elder-
ing like those olders while they are living under chairs.

Everybody arguing about arguing. brukasloop crazedledaze = dems and republicans. In the
skiff stealing records.

They are
and they seem to be so tightly tattached as two maggots to touch
other, I think I notice, do I not? You do. Our bright bull babe
Frank Kevin is on heartsleeveside. Do not you waken him ! Our



farheard bode. He is happily to sleep, limb of the Lord, with his
lifted in blessing, his buchel Iosa, like the blissed angel he looks so
like and his mou is semiope as though he were blowdelling on a
bugigle.

Kevin McCarthy the frank one. Everyone wearing hearts on their sleep. Do not waken him: are
you woke?
Our farheard bode: it’s really broken now.

Whene'er I see those smiles in eyes 'tis Father Quinn
again. Very shortly he will smell sweetly when he will hear a weird
to wean. By gorgeous, that boy will blare some knight when he will
take his dane's pledges and quit our ingletears, spite of undesirable
parents, to wend him to Amorica to quest a cashy job. That keen
dean with his veen nonsolance!

They’re going to America to get a job.
All the fighting and quitting–doesnt matter because the parents (of kids in schools) are furious
with the problem.
King Dean with his veen nonsolance.

O, I adore the profeen music!
Dollarmighty! He is too audorable really, eunique! I guess to
have seen somekid like him in the story book, guess I met some-
where somelam to whom he will be becoming liker. But hush!
How unpardonable of me! I beg for your venials, sincerely I do.

Hush! The other, twined on codliverside, has been crying in
his sleep, making sharpshape his inscissors on some first choice
sweets fished out of the muck. A stake in our mead. What a
teething wretch! How his book of craven images! Here are post-
humious tears on his intimelle. And he has pipettishly bespilled
himself from his foundingpen as illspent from inkinghorn.

Hunter Biden foolishness and put a stake in his heart. His laptop of craven images.

Can’t take Apple Card off your computer.

And he has pipettishly bespilled
himself from his foundingpen as illspent from inkinghorn. He is
jem job joy pip poo pat (jot um for a sobrat!) Jerry Jehu. You will
know him by name in the capers but you cannot see whose heel he
sheepfolds in his wrought hand because I have not told it to you.



Depravity. We don’t know how bad it is. It’s all catching itself up. It will be in the papers.

O, foetal sleep! Ah, fatal slip! the one loved, the other left, the
bride of pride leased to the stranger!

That’s Hunter going to have to show documents for his child support case.

He will be quite within the pale
when with lordbeeron brow he vows him so tosset to be of the sir
Blake tribes bleak while through life's unblest he rodes backs of
bannars. Are you not somewhat bulgar with your bowels?
Whatever do you mean with bleak? With pale blake I write tint-
ingface. O, you do? And with steelwhite and blackmail I ha'scint
for my sweet an anemone's letter with a gold of my bridest hair
betied. Donatus his mark, address as follows. So you did? From
the Cat and Cage. O, I see and see! In the ink of his sweat
he will find it yet. What Gipsy Devereux vowed to Lylian and
why the elm and how the stone. You never may know in the
preterite all perhaps that you would not believe that you ever
even saw to be about to. Perhaps. But they are two very blizky
little portereens after their bredscrums, Jerkoff and Eatsup, as
for my part opinion indeed. They would be born so, costarred,
puck and prig, the maryboy at Donnybrook Fair, the godolphing-
lad in the Hoy's Court. How frilled one shall be as at taledold of
Formio and Cigalette ! What folly innocents ! Theirs whet pep of
puppyhood! Both barmhearts shall become yeastcake by their
brackfest.

How everyone is changing the story. Half vs half.
How they’re in Twitter policing them.

I will to leave a my copperwise blessing between the
pair of them, for rosengorge, for greenafang. Blech and tin soldies,
weals in a sniffbox. Som's wholed, all's parted. Weeping shouldst
not thou be when man falls but that divine scheming ever adoring
be. So you be either man or mouse and you be neither fish nor
flesh. Take. And take. Vellicate nyche! Be ones as wes for gives for
gives now the hour of passings sembles quick with quelled. Adieu,
soft adieu, for these nice presents, kerryjevin. Still tosorrow!

A reckoning is coming. Hunter for jail? Biden for impeachment?



Jeminy, what is the view which now takes up a second posi-
tion of discordance, tell it please? Mark! You notice it in that
rereway because the male entail partially eclipses the femecovert.
It is so called for its discord the meseedo. Do you ever heard the
story about Helius Croesus, that white and gold elephant in our
zoopark?

Beyond Hunter to all of the corruption.

You astonish me by it. Is it not that we are command-
ing from fullback, woman permitting, a profusely fine birdseye
view from beauhind this park? Finn his park has been much the
admiration of all the stranger ones, grekish and romanos, who
arrive to here. The straight road down the centre (see relief map)
bisexes the park which is said to be the largest of his kind in the
world. On the right prominence confronts you the handsome
vinesregent's lodge while, turning to the other supreme piece of
cheeks, exactly opposite, you are confounded by the equally hand-
some chief sacristary's residence. Around is a little amiably tufted
and man is cheered when he bewonders through the boskage
how the nature in all frisko is enlivened by gentlemen's seats.
Here are heavysuppers — 'tis for daddies housings for hun-
dredaires of our super thin thousand. By gum, but you have
resin! Of these tallworts are yielded out juices for jointoils and
pappasses for paynims. Listeneth! 'Tis a tree story. How ol

They’re rolling fatties and trying to figure out what to do with daddy Biden’s money.

'Tis a tree story. How olave,
that firile, was aplantad in her liveside. How tannoboom held
tonobloom. How rood in norlandes. The black and blue marks
athwart the weald, which now barely is so stripped, indicate the
presence of sylvious beltings. Therewithal shady rides lend
themselves out to rustic cavalries. In yonder valley, too,
stays mountain sprite. Any pretty dears are to be caught inside
but it is a bad pities of the plain. A scarlet pimparnell now
mules the mound where anciently first murders were wanted
to take root. By feud fionghalian. Talkingtree and sinningstone
stay on either hand. Hystorical leavesdroppings may also be gar-
nered up with sir Shamus Swiftpatrick, Archfieldchaplain of Saint
Lucan's. How familiar it is to see all these interesting advenements
with one snaked's eyes! Is all? Yet not. Hear one's. At the bodom



fundus of this royal park, which, with tvigate shyasian gardeenen,
is open to the public till night at late, so well the sissastrides so will
the pederestians, do not fail to point to yourself a depression
called Holl Hollow. It is often quite guttergloomering in our
duol and gives wankyrious thoughts to the head but the banders
of the pentapolitan poleetsfurcers bassoons into it on windy
woodensdays their wellbooming wolvertones. Ulvos! Ulvos!

They’re grinding it out trying to expose it
Talking tree is like talking stick where you give speeches.
Trying to work it out for all the Bidens.

Whervolk dorst ttou begin to tremble by our moving pictures
at this moment when I am to place my hand of our true friend-
shapes upon thee knee to mark well what I say? Throu shayest
who? In Amsterdam there lived a . . . But how? You are trem-
blotting, you retchad, like a verry jerry! Niet? Will you a gui-
neeser? Gaij beutel of staub? To feel, you? Yes, how it trembles,
the timid! Vortigern, ah Gortigern! Overlord of Mercia! Or
doth brainskin flinchgreef? Stemming! What boyazhness! Sole
shadow shows. Tis jest jibberweek's joke. It must have stole. O,
keve silence, both! Putshameyu! I have heard her voice some-
where else's before me in these ears still that now are for mine.

How the War of the Roses starts.

Let op. Slew musies. Thunner in the eire.
You were dreamend, dear. The pawdrag? The fawthrig?
Shoe! Hear are no phanthares in the room at all, avikkeen. No
bad bold faathern, dear one. Opop opop capallo, muy malinchily
malchick! Gothgorod father godown followay tomollow the
lucky load to Lublin for make his thoroughbass grossman's big-
ness. Take that two piece big slap slap bold honty bottomsside
pap pap pappa.
— Li ne dormis?
— S! Malbone dormas.
— Kia li krias nikte?
— Parolas infanetes. S!
Sonly all in your imagination, dim. Poor little brittle magic
nation, dim of mind! Shoe to me now, dear! Shoom of me! While
elvery stream winds seling on for to keep this barrel of bounty
rolling and the nightmail afarfrom morning nears.



When you're coaching through Lucalised, on the sulphur spa
to visit, it's safer to hit than miss it, stop at his inn! The hammers
are telling the cobbles, the pickts are hacking the saxums, it's
snugger to burrow abed than ballet on broadway. Tuck in your
blank! For it's race pound race the hosties rear all roads to ruin
and layers by lifetimes laid down riches from poormen. Cried
unions to chip, saltpetre to strew, gallpitch to drink, stonebread
to break but it's bully to gulp good blueberry pudding. Doze
in your warmth! While the elves in the moonbeams, feeling why,
will keep my lilygem gently gleaming.

Trying to keep up with the roses again, for the war.

In the sleepingchambers. The court to go into half morning.
The four seneschals with their palfrey to be there now, all
balaaming in their sellaboutes and sharping up their penisills. The
boufeither Soakersoon at holdup tent sticker. The swabsister
Katya to have duntalking and to keep shakenin dowan her drogh-
edars. Those twelve chief barons to stand by duedesmally with
their folded arums and put down all excursions and false alarums
and after that to go back now to their runameat farums and re-
compile their magnum chartarums with the width of the road
between them and all harrums. The maidbrides all, in favours
gay, to strew sleety cinders on their falling hair and for wouldbe
joybells to ring sadly ringless hands. The dame dowager to stay
kneeled how she is, as first mutherer with cord in coil. The two
princes of the tower royal, daulphin and deevlin, to lie how they
are without to see. The dame dowager's duffgerent to present
wappon, blade drawn to the full and about wheel without to be
seen of them. The infant Isabella from her coign to do obeisance
toward the duffgerent, as first futherer with drawn brand. Then
the court to come in to full morning. Herein see ye fail not!

Winding down, various arrests not just hunter but other officials.

40m
Lines open

The two kids: one is trans and can’t get attention, other is republican

duffgerent = daft contortion by both sides.

Blech and tin soldies, weals in a sniffbox = will in the ballot box.



They’re trying to get everyone out of the regional banks.
You will own nothing and be happy.

!!! 5/3rds is 6th degree of pentatonic scale and iON said derivatives would be involved in turning
the latch of the lock.
iON: sounds very kismet (fated)

fate / preset predicated outcomes set by pentatonic scale.

0500h
MUSIC

Tailgate

AI Nanobots
If AI offers you a deal, turn it down
Tech body will determine how trees grow and how weather will go.

sounds like triangulation

0600h
Failed attempt by group to explain RNA / DNA to Bob

Living carbon is keyhole CH14 is opened by.
What is the key?
Is CH14 the latch?
20230328 What Youth: Living carbon through tulle would flow, be a filter or sieve. It’s like the
hogwire but much fine

??? Insulinose is C122 living carbon
2 sides of ladder:

0700h
Great discussion on why scientists don’t know what they’re talking about, models don’t work, AI
is beyond human control

0900h



8m
AI is septad


